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Chapter 1447 Hidden Attacker 

Luo Tu hadn't been this angry in a while now. 

He had never thought that he would be attacked while he was inside Skylark City. After all, the security 

was quite strong here, and no one dared to fight here. Even if there was crime, it wasn't violent and was 

just some petty things. 

After all, those that dared to act up would all be captured and imprisoned in the depths of the city. 

'Which man would target me over that? None of the women I've had so far have supporters like that?' 

Luo Tu tried to figure it out. 

His immortal sense also spread around, trying to see where the attack had come from and where the 

attacker was. 

~SHUA~ 

But just as he did, he felt an energy fluctuation behind him. 

~SHING~ 

Luo Tu sensed it and quickly tilted to the back, dodging the blade. 

"Dammit!" The voice of the attacker was heard. 

What was strange was the fact that only the hand of the attacker could be seen and the rest of the body 

was invisible. 

"An invisibility immortal tool? So that's your reliance?" Luo Tu finally understood why he had not sensed 

or seen the attack. 

Though on some level it was his fault too, as he didn't have his immortal sense spread around. Normally, 

people in the city didn't do that, since they trusted on the city's security a lot. No one would expect a 

mad man to act like this. 

"Humph! You don't need to know what my reliance is. All you need to know is you are dying today!" The 

attacker said as he pulled back his hand, turning invisible completely. 

Luo Tu was a lot more alert now and was ready to defend. 

"Let's see how long you can keep this up. The guards will be here soon." Luo Tu said before taking out 

two talismans and sticking them on his chest. 

~HONGLONG~ 

The talisman lit up and a rune shield formed around the man. After doing that, Luo Tu took out six coins 

and threw them in the air. 

The coins enlarged in size and turned into wheel sized discs that revolved around the man. Next, he took 

out a crescent spear and held it in a reverse grip. 
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"Try me now," Luo Tu mocked before slashing out in a circular area. 

The crescent spear created a sharp ring of energy that cut through everything in its path. 

~slick~ 

A few drops of blood were spilled fifty meters from Luo Tu. 

"HAHA! Found you!" Luo Tu laughed. 

"Shit!" The attacker had tried to dodge Luo Tu's skill but had still gotten injured. 

He slid below the sharp circle and rolled towards Luo Tu. 

"Die!" The attacker stabbed with the black dagger again. 

~CLANG~ 

This time though, it was blocked by the six floating wheel sized discs. 

The attacker wasn't discouraged due to it though, and attacked again. 

~CLANG~CLANG~CLANG~ 

All his attacks kept on getting blocked as the six discs were covering a lot of area. 

"You won't be able to get past my defenses! Do you think the Hexashield Formation is weak?" Luo Tu 

laughed before sweeping with his crescent spear. 

The spear created arcs of hasp energy that threated to tear everything in its path. Several of the 

buildings around them had already been damaged in all this, and it didn't look like Luo Tu cared about 

them. 

To him, it didn't matter how much damage he caused, since he could easily compensate for it. Or rather, 

he wouldn't have to do it with his position either, as the attacker will be forced to compensate 

somehow. 

There were plenty of methods to make someone pay, even if they had nothing to pay with. As long as 

they were a cultivator, their body would be more than enough to pay for such damage. 

And who knows, they might even make a little profit on top. 

The attacker weaved through the arcs of energy, dodging all of them. 

Now that he was aware of what Luo Tu's skills could do, he had a better time avoiding them. 

~SHING~ 

Not to mention, his dagger could also deflect the attacks. 

"Looks like you managed to get a weapon beyond your means, huh…" Luo Tu didn't miss that either. 

He could tell that the black dagger was also an Immortal tool, and a good on at that. It certainly didn't 

seem like a weapon that just anyone could obtain with ease. 



'It managed to kill the Twin Bull Elephant in one attack. If it can break its defenses with that ease, it 

should be a high grade immortal weapon, at the very least.' Luo Tu analyzed. 

While he might seem like a wastrel noble, he was still quite clever. At the very least, he had the strength 

to back it up and some knowledge too. Even if he liked to indulge in the carnal pleasures a lot, he wasn't 

too stupid to miss other things. 

"What the hell? Why's there a barrier here?" At this time, the voice of the shifty man was heard. 

It caught the attention of Luo Tu and he looked over to see the man slamming his fists on air. 

~THUD~ THUD~ 

"A barrier?" Luo Tu narrowed his eyes. 

"My lord, I can't get past here! Someone has locked down the area!" The shifty man shouted. 

~SLASH~ 

And while Luo Tu was distracted from this, a blade approached him from the top. 

~DENG~ 

The dagger managed to avoid the six shields, but was still blocked by the rune shield that were formed 

by the talismans. 

"You!" Luo Tu now understood that there was more to this than he had first thought. "You blocked of 

this area?" 

"Ahahha! Did you think I was dumb enough to let the guards interfere? NO!" The attacker responded. 

"No one will be able to enter here for a while. That'll be enough for me to kill you at least!" he said with 

a hint of excitement in his voice. 

 


